
Release Notes for Hiero and
HieroPlayer 1.8v1

Release Date
05 December 2013

Supported Operating Systems
• Mac OS X 10.6 “Snow Leopard” 64-bit, or above

• Linux RHEL 5.4 / RHEL 6.3 for Intel64 or AMD64

• Windows 7 64-bit, or above, with the latest version of QuickTime installed

NOTE: Hiero<>Nuke requires Nuke 6.3v5 or later to run correctly.

New Features
• Theway that Hiero, HieroPlayer, and Nuke handleQuickTime clips has been overhauled, allowing you to change
various read and write options.

Hiero attempts to select the ’best fit’ combination by reading an extended list of metadata key/value pairs from the
QuickTime header, including nclc atom, gama atom, and ProRes codec headers.

You canmanually override the following controls in theMedia tab:

• YCbCr Matrix - sets theway Y’CbCr is converted to RGB. You can choose to use the new Rec 601 and Rec 709
or the Legacy encodingmethods, which are themethods used previously in Nuke and Hiero.

• Codec - sets the codec used to read (write already had a similar control) theQuickTime file. The codec
dropdown defaults to a codec appropriate for theQuickTime in question, where available, and only lists those
that declare themselves able to read the file.

• Pixel Format - sets the read and write pixel format, which includes bitdepth, colorspace, pixel packing, and
ranges. This setting defaults to the best format accepted by the codec, allowing Hiero to perform the
conversion to RGB without the use of an unknownQuickTime transform, where possible. RGB pixel types rely
on QuickTime to do the conversion from Y’CbCr when dealing with a non-RGB codec.
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• BUG ID 38237 - Hiero now supports the r4fl pixel format.

• BUG ID 38320 - ProRes 4444 files with invalid ProRes header information now default to theb64a (64bit RGBA)
pixel format.

• QuickTime transcodes and Nuke scripts created using Hiero’s .nk script exporters now inherit any changesmade to
the encoding, codec, or pixel format controls added to Hiero’sMedia Tab.

Additionally, Nuke nowwrites out usermetadata depending on the specific settings used (outside of thenclc and
gama atoms and ProRes header) and Hiero has been set to use these if it finds them in the .mov files written,
instead of the atomsmentioned above. If Hiero doesn't find this usermetadata, it falls back to using the
atoms/header data.

• Performance improvements have been implemented across Hiero and HieroPlayer, including:

• Project load optimisation work has decreased the amount of time required to load projects. Thismeans that
legacy projects need a format update, which results in a one-time processing hit.

WARNING: As a result of this optimisation, Hiero 1.8 projects cannot be loaded in earlier versions of the
application.

• The Cineon (.cin) reader has been optimised, reducing decode times considerably.

• Proxy display has been optimised so that generating lower resolution images during playback for formats that
don't offer native support (such as R3D files) is up to 300% faster.

• Editing tool and track item interaction speeds have been improved.

• Audio track headers and track items now have independent volume controls in the timeline and Properties tab.

• Track headers - click and hold themute icon on the header to display the volume slider.

• Track items - select an audio track item and click on the Properties tab to display theVolume control.

• A new fallback to Nuke readers (DDImage) feature has been added to cause unrecognised reader extensions to
scan for Nuke-compatible readers. This enhancement also means you can implement your own C++ custom
readers.

NOTE: Files that can’t be recognised write errors to themessage log rather than the error log.

• Editorial tools now have improved cursors in the timeline to indicate the current mode and intended action.

• BUG ID 37349 - You can now drag a source clip onto an empty timeline to auto-create a sequence.

Feature Enhancements
• The version of HieroNuke shipping with Hiero has been updated to Nuke 8 which contains compatible QuickTime
colour handling fixes.

• When conforming and importing directories, the {supportedfiles} token is used in the include list to ensure
speedy scanning. If you intend to extend file support using a custom file reader, you need to remove or extend this
token. Unwarranted warnings from the ffmpegReader on Linux have also been suppressed to limit the scan time.

• The RED SDK has been updated to 4.5 to include support for theDragon camera.
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• BUG ID 25231 - Tooltips have been added to the Project pane view preference buttons.

• BUG ID 27305 - TheRename Shot > Simple Rename operation now populates the text field with the name of
the selected track item.

• BUG ID 28301 - TheRename Shots dialog now has a Change Casemode including options for lowercase,
UPPERCASE, Title Case, and Capital case.

• BUG ID 28543 - In conjunction with Nuke 8, copying and pasting clips between Hiero bins and theNukeNode
Graph now retains the frame range.

• BUG ID 31799 - Project loading times have been improved, by asmuch as 4x in some cases.

• BUG ID 34945 - Right-click panemenus now display icons to help differentiate between Viewers, Spreadsheets, and
Sequences.

• BUG ID 35040 - In and Out points are nowmarked in the scroll bar above the timeline

• BUG ID 35906 - Rename Shots has been added to the Timelinemenubar. The current shortcut isAlt+Shift+/,
but this can be overridden using the Python API.

Navigate toHelp > Python Dev Guide formore information.

• BUG ID 35918 - The EDL Exporter now has an option to define theReel Name written into the EDL, independent
of the clip's reel name.

If the field is left blank, the reel name from the clip is used, if present, otherwise the name of the shot (track item) is
used.

• BUG ID 36237 - The Export dialogNuke Render task namehas been renamed toNuke Write Node for clarity.

• BUG ID 36472 - Disabling theObey Alpha Viewer setting now behaves in the sameway as Nukewhen wiping
between sources containing alpha channels.

• BUG ID 37208 - Monitor Out: Settings now persist when switching between devices.

• BUG ID 37698 - The timeline now auto-scrolls when selecting track items using the left and right arrow keys.

• BUG ID 37984 - The Export dialog Cancel button has been relabelled Close for clarity.

• BUG ID 38239 - QuickTimes now default to the Pixel Format used to write the file, when available (derived from
the ProRes header, for example).

• BUG ID 39040 - Export: auto_alpha is now switched on in all exported Nuke scripts. Thismeans that for source
clips without an alpha channel, Nuke'sMerge node and other such tools behave in amore appropriate fashion. For
source clips with an alpha channel therewill be no difference in behaviour.

• BUG ID 39233 - TheRename Shots dialog now auto-completes using previously entered shot names.

Bug Fixes
• BUG ID 24829 - It was not possible to select the spreadsheet or timeline tabs when they were added to the same
pane as the Viewer.

• BUG ID 27305 - Rename Shot > Simple Rename did not populate the text field with the name of the selected
track item.
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• BUG ID 35273 - Selecting both track items and transitions onmultiple tracks and then holding Shift and pressing
the right arrow key caused Hiero to crash.

• BUG ID 35737 - The {sequence} token resolved to {shot} when exporting Nuke Projects with Collate Shot Name
enabled.

• BUG ID 35904 - Exporting using Process as Clips did not display an errormessagewhen Export Towas not
specified.

• BUG ID 33731 - Project Root and Export Presets did not get saved with autosave.

• BUG ID 37434 - The A/B view didn’t work forMonitor Output.

• BUG ID 37745 - Import Folder include/exclude patterns did not behave the same as a GUI import, when
importing using Python.

• BUG ID 37838 - Build Track > From Export Structure failed if a clip in the project had the same name as an
existing bin.

• BUG ID 37839 - Saving a project caused any new Project Presets to move to Local Presets and reset to the
default preferences.

• BUG ID 37881 - The Python help formin/max/next/Prev...Versionmethods on BinItems reported incorrectly that
an argument of hiero.core.Version was required.

• BUG ID 37926 - Text containing theword ’version’ was truncated when pasted into theAdditional Nodes dialog.

• BUG ID 38038 - QuickTime: Certain files did not play back all audio tracks, even though Hiero displayed their
waveforms.

• BUG ID 38153 - Hiero did not read audio tracks separately in certain stereo .wav files.

• BUG ID 38175 - Hiero defaulted to the rec709 colourspace for ARRI ProRes QuickTimes, rather than reading ARRI
Log-C from themetadata.

• BUG ID 38226 -Windows only: TheMedia tab QuickTime controls for track items in a sequencewere not
populated until a clip was opened in a Viewer.

• BUG ID 38234 - QuickTime: Editing and general user interaction within the timelinewas sluggish.

• BUG ID 38276 - Monitor Output: AJA io-XT and Blackmagic Decklink cards produced cropped and aliased output.

• BUG ID 38347 - TheRename Shots > Find and Replacemode didn’t allow you to replace text with an empty
string.

• BUG ID 38349 - Clicking Restore Defaults in theRename Shots dialog also reset the current renamemode.

• BUG ID 38650 - QuickTime: The right-click menu Set Media Colour Transform defaults were occasionally
different betweenWindows andMacOS X.

• BUG ID 38728 -Windows only: Reading QuickTime files over 3 GB was causing errors in the Viewer.

• BUG ID 38831 - Monitor Out: Closing an inactive Viewer occasionally disrupted output.

• BUG ID 38906 - QuickTime: Changing theMedia tab controls for a clip viewed as a timeline caused Hiero to crash.

• BUG ID 39125 - Reopening projects containing ARRIRAW exports displayed settings in thewrong format.
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Known Issues and Workarounds
This section deals with known issues with the application and any workarounds, where appropriate.

Format-Specific Issues
• BUG ID 35080 - QuickTime: Certain files read into Hiero with a different start timecode to other applications, such
as Premiere or Resolve.

• BUG ID 33014 - Exportingmulti-part R3D clips using the Copy Exporter currently only exports the first part, namely
*_001.R3D.

• BUG ID 31549 - Single layer exports frommulti-pass clips fail if the selected layer is not a default Nuke layer, such
as depth ormotion.

• BUG ID 31424 - Sub-sampling in .exr files is not currently supported.

• If you’re working with R3D clips using the new REDcolor3 and REDgamma3, or ARRIRAW clips, please use the
internal HieroNuke or an external Nuke 7 for transcoding. External Nuke 6 applications don’t include the necessary
SDK updates.

Platform and Hardware Issues

Cross-Platform Issues
• BUG ID 26870 - Mac and Linux only: Projects containing large amounts of movie files (for example .r3d and .mov)
may exceed the number of available file handles per process, causing problems opening new files or projects and
exporting. The default limit of 1024 can be increased to workaround this issue using the terminal. For example, to
increase the limit to 2048:
ulimit -Sn 2048

Run Hiero or HieroPlayer from the same terminal session to use the new limit, for that session only.

Mac OS X Only
• BUG ID 39113 - QuickTime: ProApps Codecs v1.0.3 break HDV and XDCAM onMacOS X 10.7.5, and earlier.

• BUG ID 34779 - The shortcut for Clear In/Out Points (Alt+U) is not triggered correctly due to a conflict with the
combination for the umlaut symbol.

To work around this, pressUmomentarily beforeAlt+U.

• BUG ID 31107 -When running the application from the terminal, pressing Ctrl + C doesn’t always close Hiero or
HieroPlayer.

As aworkaround, press Ctrl + C twice to exit.
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Linux Only
• BUG ID 32613 - Dragging clips to the Timelinewith certain older NVIDIA drivers occasionally causes Hiero and
HieroPlayer to crash.

As aworkaround, ensure that you have the latest NVIDIA drivers installed, available from:

www.nvidia.com/Download/index.aspx?lang=en-us

• BUG ID 22063 - Playback can be unreliable on the latest versions of the various Linux builds, such as Fedora 14 (or
greater) and Centos 6.0. If you encounter this issue, run Hiero from the terminal with the following argument:
./Hiero --single-threaded-playback

• Hiero does not currently support any QuickTime audio. Support for audio on Linux is scheduled for a later release.

Windows Only
• BUG ID 38605 - QuickTime: The YCbCr 10-bit 422 (v210) pixel format produces image corruption (artefacts).

• BUG ID 29180 - Monitor output is not supported onmachines with AMD graphics cards.

• BUG ID 28701 - Hiero cannot currently parse unicode characters during export.

Hardware Issues
• BUG ID 24942 - Hiero and HieroPlayer do not support theNVIDIAQuadro 4500 FX and GeForce 7300 GT.

Python API Issues
• BUG ID 30532 - Adding aMediaSource to TrackItem.setSource() causes Hiero and HieroPlayer to become
unstable.

SDI Monitor Output Issues
• BUG ID 37435 - FloatingWindow output is flipped in the A/B viewmode.

• BUG ID 32191 - Blackmagic Extreme 2 cards are not supported andmay causeHiero to becomeunresponsive.

• BUG ID 29847 - Audio playback can be choppy when using AJA cards.

• BUG ID 28067 - Certain formats produce nomonitor output, such as 2K 23.98 and 720P 25.

Timeline and Editing Issues
• BUG ID 35702 - The ordering and state of custom spreadsheet columns added on startup are not currently
persisted between sessions.

• BUG ID 35071 - The Select tool subtractivemodifier,Alt, does not work as expected.
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• BUG ID 29069 - Retiming .mov files containingmissing (out of range) frames, produces unexpected results when
sent to Nuke.

• BUG ID 27484 - It is not currently possible to alter theOutput Resolution of clips opened using the right-click
Open in Timeline option.

• BUG ID 23250 - Copy/paste of transitions doesn’t work as expected.

Miscellaneous Issues
• BUG ID 39533 -When opening old projects, which have beenmade during the beta cycle, thumbnail renderingmay
fail, and QuickTime file video errorsmay appear in the Viewer.

• BUG ID 38721 - QuickTime: Using the v216 pixel format results in read errors. Youmay see that only the left half
of image is rendered. This will be addressed ina future release.

• BUG ID 37775 - Frames in a transcoded sequence containing transitions occasionally appear to be black, not faded-
in/out, or cross-dissolved as expected. This is due to an issuewith Nuke 7.0v7, when rendering from the command
line.

This rendering bug will be addressed in a future version of Nuke. In themeantime, if you are experiencing
unexpected results with transcoded transitions fromHiero, you can do either of the following as aworkaround:

• Change the renderer path to Nuke 7.0v6:

• In Preferences > Nuke/Export, point theNuke Path to Nuke 7.0v6 and enableUse Specified Path for
Hiero Renders.

• Render the .nk Script in theNukeGUI:

EnableKeep Nuke Script on your export preset, locate the .nk script, open it in Nuke and render it out from
theGUI.

• The Preferences > Path substitution table for cross platform compatibility currently only comes into effect at
project load, not EDL/XML import.

As aworkaround, import your sequence and set the Path substitution rule, then save the project and reload to
force the conversion.

Developer Notes
Here are the changes relevant to Python developers and pipeline engineers.

NOTE: SeeHelp > Python Dev Guide from theHiero menu bar formore information on the Python API.

New Features

There are no new features in this release.
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Feature Enhancements

There are no feature enhancements in this release.

Bug Fixes

There are no bug fixes in this release.
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